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Rubber Heels Cushion Motor

To reduce vibration of electric motors
motor
mounts for floating-type rails can be
made from a pair of rubber heels. Cut
a metal plate to fit the recess in the top
of the heel and drill two holes through

to a minimum, eksek-absorbing

the heel and plate to line up with rail
clips. Countersink the flat-herd bolt6
in the plate and bolt the three together.
Fasten the heels to the bench with three
screws or bolts, using washers under
the heads.

supports the intermediate and top pulleys
turns in sets of %-in: babbitted split bearings. Note that setscrew collars are used
on each shaft. One face of the top or driving pulley is fitted with a counterbalancing
steel plate as in Figs. 2 and 3.. The counterbalance is bolted to the pulley. Con-

and screwed into a tapped hole in one end
of the counterbalance and through the
pulley. This crankpin is secured with a

serves as a driver for the connecting rod
which is made from a length of +!!-in.
standard pipe. The forward end of the
connecting rod is drilled for a %a-in. steel
wrist pin threaded at both ends for lock
nuts. The assembly is made as in Fig. 3.
To guide the hack saw in a straight path,

an S-shaped bend in the arm as in Figs. 2

and bend carefully in a vise. Brass tubing

can be bent cold. The surface of the pipe
which supports the hack-saw guide should
be polished smooth. The slide is a length
of brass tubing which will telescope over
the polished section of the supporting
arm. The hack-saw frame is fastened to
the guide with the aid of clamps as in
Fig. 2. These can be riveted to the saw
frame or held with small bolts.
The pressure applied to the blade when
cutting is regulated by weights on the
outer end of the supporting arm as shown
in Fig. 1. These weights can be made by
drilling a hole in cold-rolled steel plate of
such a size that the piece will slip easily
over the pipe. Setscrews 'or pins can be

screws. Fig. 4 shows the
assembly of the speedreducing drive. All pulleys are of the V-type
for %-in. belt.

Shaped from a
p i e c e of t h i n
ent materials require slight variations in
blade pressure for the best-cutting action.
The support-arm guide, Fig. 3, can be
made .from %-in. flat iron, the slot being
of the3same width as the diameter of the
aipe. If necessary, the guide should be
blocked up on .the bench, so that the arm
will reach the bottom of the slot just as
the saw breaks through the work.
A standard toolmakers' vise can be used
to hold the work. A slotted plate fitted in

you to start
Screws in places
where it is impossible to reach with
the hands- A slot

with a hole at one
end permits a
screw head to be inserted and held true
for starting it straight.

